Flying LL Aussies Contract
This contract is for the purchase of a
* Male / Female
* ___________________ Australian Shepherd
* born – _______________________
* with limited / unlimited registration.
* Buyer:________________________
* Address: __________________________________________________
* Bought on ____________________
* for the price of $___________-Deposit $300=________
1. Flying LL Aussies guarantees that this puppy is purebred and is
registrable through ASDR. This puppy is healthy, free of any contagious
diseases, had first set of shots, been dewormed, and in sound condition at
the time of sale. Buyer has 72 hours from the time of pickup to get a vet
check and start puppy on a deworming and shot schedule. Buyer should be
aware that one set of shots does not protect the puppy from parvo and
puppy should not be put on the ground between here and your house.
2. If puppy is found to be in poor health during the 72 hour time, by a
veterinarian, buyer must contact seller immediately. If found to have a lifethreatening congenital issue, then the buyer will have the option to return the
puppy for an evaluation by my veterinarian. If found to have an unforeseen
condition (not a result of stress, environment change), then buyer will have
the opportunity for the replacement of a comparable puppy when it becomes
available. If the buyer decides to keep the puppy, they will assume all
expenses involved in the care of the puppy. Seller is not responsible for any
veterinarian costs or shipping while puppy is in sellers care.
3. Although we do our best to estimate the height of the puppy at maturity,
we cannot guarantee size. Minis have standard sized Australian Shepherds

in their background so recessive genes occasionally come out. No refund of
money or replacement will be given under these circumstances.
4. All parents have been genetically tested and buyer will be given copies of
tests.
5. If puppy is bought for breeding or showing, buyer agrees to add “Flying
LL’s” in front of registered name.
6. On a case by case basis, purchase of breeding rights may be delayed for
a maximum of one year after the purchase of a puppy. Buyer will have to
postpone registration of the puppy until this decision is made and contact
breeder to make necessary arrangements.
7. Buyer agrees if legal action is taken in regard to this puppy against Flying
LL Aussies by any person, all attorney/court fees are buyers responsibility. If
either buyer or seller takes legal action regarding this contract, action will be
initiated in the jurisdiction of Madison country in the state of Texas and legal
fees and court costs shall be the responsibility of the party found at fault.
8. Flying LL Aussies will keep puppies up to 10 weeks old, after that, there
will be a $5.00 a day boarding fee plus any additional vet charges to keep
puppy current on its health schedule.
The buyer has read and understands the foregoing and agrees that all parts
of this contract are a binding agreement with the seller. Thank you for your
business and we hope you have many years of happiness with your new
Aussie baby. If you have any questions or concerns about your new puppy,
please do not hesitate to contact me.

Seller:____________________________Date:__________________
Buyer:____________________________Date:___________________

